When constructing unconditional point forecasts, both direct-and iterated-multistep (DMS and IMS) approaches are common. However, in the context of producing conditional forecasts, IMS approaches based on vector autoregressions (VAR) are far more common than simpler DMS models. This is despite the fact that there are theoretical reasons to believe that DMS models are more robust to misspecification than are IMS models. In the context of unconditional forecasts, Marcellino, Stock, and Watson (MSW, 2006) investigate the empirical relevance of these theories. In this paper, we extend that work to conditional forecasts. We do so based on linear bivariate and trivariate models estimated using a large dataset of macroeconomic time series. Over comparable samples, our results reinforce those in MSW: the IMS approach is typically a bit better than DMS with significant improvements only at longer horizons. In contrast, when we focus on the Great Moderation sample we find a marked improvement in the DMS approach relative to IMS. The distinction is particularly clear when we forecast nominal rather than real variables where the relative gains can be substantial. JEL Nos.: C53, C52, C12, C32
Introduction
Conditional point forecasts are a useful means of evaluating the impact of hypothetical scenarios. In these exercises the goal is to predict variables such as GDP growth or inflation conditional on, for example, an assumed path of monetary or fiscal policy variables. As an example of the former, Dokko et al. (2009) use both the FRB/US model as well as a VAR to produce forecasts of the housing market conditional on various paths of the federal funds rate. As an example of the latter, Christoffel, Coenen, and Warne (2008) use their New Area-Wide (DSGE) Model to evaluate conditional forecasts of Euro Area GDP growth conditional on paths for a variety of series including government spending. In addition, as discussed in Sarychev (2014) and Hirtle et al. (2016) , conditional forecasts have become an important component of bank stress testing. Conditional forecasts are also used in academic research including Giannone et al. (2014) who use VARs to construct forecasts of inflation conditional on paths for oil and other price indicators; Caruso, Reichlin, and Ricco (2015) who construct forecasts of fiscal variables conditional on IMF projections for GDP growth and inflation; and Baumeister and Kilian (2014) who consider forecasts of oil prices conditioned on a range of scenarios.
Regardless of whether these conditional forecasts were constructed using frequentist or Bayesian methods, the recursive nature of the VAR was ultimately used to produce the forecast. 1 Put differently, the VAR was first estimated as a model with one-step-ahead forecast errors and then its recursive structure was used to produce conditional forecasts at the desired horizon given the assumed scenario. This VAR-based IMS approach to producing conditional forecasts is by far the most common. 2 Within the literature, a few alternative approaches exist. Instead of using a VAR, Guerrieri and Welch (2012) estimate a scalar autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model and use it to produce forecasts of bank net charge-offs conditional on those macroeconomic series that the Federal Reserve releases in its annual bank stress testing exercise. As above, their model is also estimated to have one-step-ahead forecast errors and is iterated forward to produce the conditional forecast -but without accounting for the joint evolution of all variables in the system. At first glance this approach seems unlikely to perform well, 1 Or near-VARs in the case of DSGE models. See Giacomini (2013) for a discussion on the relationship between DSGE models and VARs.
2 Throughout we will use the phrase "conditional forecast" in the same context used by Waggoner and Zha (1999) . One can, of course, also interpret an impulse response function as a type of conditional forecast. As such, the local projections method of Jorda (2005) is a special case of DMS-based conditional forecasting.
especially at longer horizons, because it does not provide a complete characterization of the joint dynamics among the variables as would a VAR. On the other hand, far fewer parameters are estimated, and hence, this ARDL-based IMS approach to conditional forecasting may be more accurate in a mean-squared-error (MSE) sense by taking advantage of a bias-variance trade-off. A handful of others, including Arseneau (2017) and Kapinos and Mitnik (2016) have also used this approach to conditional forecasting. In the context of bank net charge-offs, Bolotnyy et al. (2013) perform a direct comparison of the accuracy of conditional forecasts made using fully specified VARs and those made by simpler ARDL models and find little evidence to recommend one over the other.
This "simpler might be better" approach to forecasting is reminiscent of an issue common in the literature on producing unconditional forecasts. Specifically, rather than estimate a fully specified VAR, it is quite common to use DMS models to construct point forecasts.
When taking this approach, the predictors are lagged such that a distinct model is estimated for each horizon. Since the model-implied forecast error is horizon-specific, the model is used directly -no iteration is required. While this DMS approach is less fully specified than the VAR-based IMS approach, Bhansali (1997) , Findley (1983) , and Schorfheide (2005) each argue that, under certain assumptions, DMS models can be more robust to model misspecification than are IMS models. More recently, Chevillon (2017) shows that DMS models have an advantage when balancing a bias-variance trade-off at longer horizons.
It is therefore surprising that there appear to be almost no empirical examples of DMS approaches to conditional forecasting. 3 For a sophisticated forecasting agent at a central bank the intuition is obvious -the model would clearly be misspecified and would not account for all the general equilibrium feedback among the variables in the system. While this is true, it is also true that any empirical model is likely misspecified in some way. This point is emphasized by Bidder, Giacomini, and McKenna (2016) in the context of the New York Fed's CLASS model -a model used to produce conditional forecasts of bank stress under various severely adverse scenarios. At a minimum, nearly all models are only known up to a collection of unknown parameters that are estimated, which in turn introduces estimation error into the forecast.
In this paper we provide empirical evidence on the accuracy of VAR-based IMS conditional forecasts relative to ARDL-based DMS conditional forecasts. In no small part our investigation parallels Marcellino, Stock, and Watson (MSW, 2006) who compare both a large number of univariate and bivariate IMS models to comparable DMS models. Like them, we begin with a large dataset of monthly frequency macroeconomic time series that includes real, nominal, and financial time series dating back to 1959. From this database, 2,000 randomly selected bivariate VARs/ARDLs are estimated and used to construct a sequence of pseudo-out-of-sample conditional forecasts. With these forecasts in hand, MSEs are constructed and the accuracy of the forecasts are compared. In order to emphasize the methods used rather than the scenarios chosen, ex-post realized values are used when forming the conditioning paths. Like MSW, in our bivariate results we abstract from real-time data issues and conduct the exercise using a single vintage of data taken from FRED-MD (McCracken and Ng, 2016) .
We then narrow our evidence to a smaller collection of 150 trivariate systems that always include one real, nominal, and financial variable. Our primary reason for choosing this collection of models is that they are closer in spirit to the types of monetary VARs used by central banks when producing conditional forecasts. In addition, this smaller collection of model makes it considerably easier to implement bootstrap-based inference when we investigate the role model misspecification plays for our results.
Regardless of whether bivariate or trivariate models are used, some of our results reinforce those found in MSW but other results do not. For example, when estimating the models and evaluating the forecasts over the time frame used in MSW we also find that VAR-based IMS conditional forecasts are generally more accurate though improvements are often quite modest. Empirically relevant improvements only arise at the longer horizons and are dependent on whether short or long lags are used. In addition, there is evidence that DMS methods provide specific benefits when the variable being forecasted is nominal (e.g. prices, wages, and money) rather than real or financial.
Our results begin to deviate from those in MSW when we either extend the out-of-sample period to include the more recent 2003-2016 period or when we restrict our sample to the Great Moderation. In both cases we observe a substantial improvement in the relative performance of the DMS approach. In fact, across both our bivariate and trivariate results we find that ARDL-based DMS methods are clearly the preferred choice when forecasting nominal variables. In many cases the improvements are quite large when using DMS methods to predict nominal variables. For both real and financial variables the results are much less clear: neither DMS nor IMS is particularly better than the other.
While the Great Moderation has a large impact on our results, the reasons for that impact are not obvious. In MSW the authors argue, in footnote 7, that DMS methods improve relative to IMS when a larger sample is used to estimate the model parameters.
They base this on a comparison of relative MSEs constructed using the first and second halves of their 1979-2002 out-of-sample period in which they observe that DMS-based MSEs are relatively lower in the latter period. Instead, we find that DMS methods improve relative to IMS methods even when we shorten the estimation sample -so long as that sample consists of the period identified as the Great Moderation (e.g. the in-sample period starts in 1984 rather than 1959).
We consider two potential explanations for our results. In the first, based on the premise that DMS models are considered robust to model misspecification, we conduct a variety of tests of model misspecification for each of the trivariate VARs. Counterintuitively, we find less evidence of model misspecification in the Great Moderation sample than the sample used by MSW. In the second, based on the premise that the DMS models have less parameter estimation error and thus balance a bias-variance trade-off better, we compare the relative changes in information criteria across the two samples for each of the DMS models and the associated VAR. Here we find some evidence that the fit of DMS models has improved (deteriorated) at a higher (lower) rate than the corresponding VARs following the Great Moderation, suggesting that perhaps the simplicity of the DMS models allows them to handle better the lower levels of predictive content present during the Great Moderation.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a simple example of the models considered and motivates why DMS models may be useful for conditional forecasting. Section 3 describes the modeling approaches more generally and discusses the data. Sections 4 and 5 discuss our results. Section 6 concludes. An appendix contains additional detail on the data used.
A Simple Example of the Models
To better understand the comparison of interest, and how model misspecification can make conditional forecasts from ARDL models more accurate than those from VAR models, consider a very simple example adapted from Clark and McCracken (2017) in which we forecast inflation (y t ) one period ahead conditioned on a known value for the federal funds rate (x t ). The data-generating process (DGP) of inflation and the funds rate is a zero-mean stationary VAR(1) taking the form
with i.i.d. N(0,1) errors with contemporaneous correlation ρ. Using this DGP we provide three comparisons. In the first, the VAR is correctly specified while in the second and third it is not. In the latter two cases the DMS model is trivial, and yet we will see that it can still provide more accurate conditional forecasts. In each case we abstract from finite sample estimation error and construct forecasts using the pseudo-true parameters of the respective model. As a practical matter, estimation error certainly plays a role but we abstract from that in order to emphasize that model misspecification affects conditional forecasts as well as unconditional forecasts.
Correct Specification
In our first example, the VAR-based conditional forecasts are constructed after using OLS to estimate a VAR(1) for (y t , x t ) ′ . The residuals are then used to estimate the error covariance matrix. Note that these regression parameter estimates and residual variance estimates are all consistent for the parameters of the DGP. From Waggoner and Zha (1999) we know that the time-t minimum-mean-square-error one-step-ahead conditional forecast of y t+1 given x t+1 takes the form
where the superscripts c and u denote conditional and unconditional forecasts, respectively.
The conditional forecast of y is comprised of the standard, unconditional M SE-optimal forecastŷ u t,1 , plus an additional term that captures the impact of conditioning on the future value of the federal funds rate,x c t,1 = x t+1 . With this forecast in hand, straightforward algebra implies that, for e IM S t,1
. Now consider a very simple DMS forecast based on a model in which y t is regressed on x t , and hence the model takes the form
This model yields a forecast of the form
Given this forecast, straightforward algebra implies that, for e DM S t,1
If we take the difference between the two MSEs we find that the IMS forecasts are more accurate than the DMS forecasts if and only if (b − cρ) 2 > 0. Since this is trivially true, we reach the expected conclusion that the minimum-MSE approach to conditional forecasting provides more accurate forecasts.
Incorrect Specification of Conditional Mean
In our second example, everything remains the same except that the equation for x t in the VAR is misspecified as x t = αx t−2 +η t . In this framework, the regression parameters for the y equation remain consistent for their population values -including the residual variance.
For the x equation, it is clear that α = c 2 . In addition, the residual variance for the x equation is 1 + c 2 while the residual covariance across equations remains ρ. Together these imply that the IMS forecast takes the form
Straightforward algebra implies E(e IM S t,1 ) 2 = 1 + ρ 2 − 2ρ 2 √ 1+c 2 which is, not surprisingly, larger than under correct specification. This opens the door for the trivial DMS example to become more accurate than the "optimal" VAR-based conditional forecast. Specifically, we find that E(e IM S t,1 ) 2 is now less than E(e DM S t,1
This is easily violated. For example, if we set b = ρ 2 and c = ρ the inequality takes the
) < 0, which is false, and hence the simplistic DMS approach provides more accurate conditional forecasts.
Incorrect Specification of Residual Variance
In our third example, we return to the first example in which the conditional mean of the VAR is correctly specified. The sole difference is that we allow the contemporaneous correlation between the model errors to change from ρ = ρ 0 to ρ 1 over the one-step-ahead horizon T to T + 1. Since this change is unknown at time T , the point forecasts remain the same and take the formŷ
for the VAR and DMS methods respectively. Straightforward algebra reveals that E(e IM S T,1 
, and ρ 1 ∈ (0, 1), the inequality is false, and we find that the simple DM S approach provides a more accurate forecast in expectation.
Models and Data
The three examples from the previous section are obviously stylized and simplistic. Even so, very minor misspecification in either the conditional mean of the VAR or its residual variance matrix led to conditional forecasts that were potentially less accurate than the DMS conditional forecasts. In practice, all models will be misspecified at some level, and hence, as MSW emphasize, whether one method provides more accurate conditional forecasts than another is purely an empirical matter. In this section we describe the collection of models, both IMS and DMS, that we consider as well as the data used throughout our experiments.
Modeling Approaches
We produce a variety of results used to evaluate conditional forecasts. Following Waggoner and Zha (1999) , and specifically the formulas provided in Jarocinski (2010), the h-step-ahead conditional forecast of y t+h is obtained by the standard minimum-MSE approach and thus takes the formŷ
. The values forŷ u t,h andx u t,i are those one would obtain from the standard unconditional forecasts of y or x constructed using the recursive structure of the 
Method 2: Under the ARDL-based DMS approach, at each forecast origin we use OLS to estimate a horizon-specific linear regression of the form
The h-step-ahead conditional forecast of y (h) t+h is then constructed aŝ
Forecasts of Y t+h are then computed in accordance with the order of integration of Y :
• We consider four distinct approaches to selecting the lag order p. In the first two, all lags are fixed at 4 or 12 respectively. In the second two, at each forecast origin t either AIC or BIC is used to select the number of lags p ∈ {0, ..., 12}. 4 In order to facilitate comparison across methods, the lag order is the same for both the autoregressive terms (y) and the distributed lag terms (x).
• We consider four distinct forecast horizons: h = 3, 6, 12, and 24. For brevity, we do not report output for h = 6, but note that these results typically lie between those associated with horizons 3 and 12.
• In the reported results, for a given forecast horizon h, we construct forecasts conditional on the path x t+1 , ..., x t+h . (For the reported trivariate results, the forecasts are made conditional on the full path of just one series.) In unreported results we have also (i) produced forecasts conditional on just the value x t+h and (ii) for our trivariate systems, produced forecasts conditioning on paths of two series rather than just one.
The pattern of results remains the same, so we do not report them to conserve space.
• In order to facilitate comparison to the results in MSW, we only consider a recursive approach to model estimation. That is, for each forecast origin t = R, ..., T − h, observations s = 1, .., t are used to estimate the model parameters.
• We consider a variety of different samples for model estimation and forecast evaluation.
In some samples we use observations dating back to 1959:01 to estimate parameters and in others we only use Great Moderation data dating back to 1984:01 to estimate parameters. Similarly, in some samples we align our out-of-sample forecasting exercise with that of MSW and form forecasts from R = 1979:01 + h to T = 2002:12 while in others our out-of-sample period ranges from R = 2002:12 + h to T = 2016:12.
• Like MSW we require that, for a given pair/triple of series, horizon, and forecast origin, at least 120 observations are used to estimate every regression (i.e. across every lag-selection method and across both forecasting approaches, IMS and DMS) before incorporating the forecast in the results. This is really only applicable for one series, the trade-weighted exchange rate (which starts in 1973:01 and is only used in the trivariate exercises), when the out-of-sample period begins in 1979:01 + h.
Data Used
All of our results are based on models estimated using data from vintages of FRED-MD (McCracken and Ng, 2016 we have organized the series into the same five groups used by MSW: income, output, sales, and capacity utilization; employment and unemployment; construction, inventories and orders; interest rates and asset prices; and nominal prices, wages, and money. The variables that we use, along with the relevant transformations used to induce stationarity, are delineated in the appendix (Table A1) .
It is worth emphasizing that our dataset is distinct from that of MSW for two reasons.
First, our dataset is a much more recent vintage than theirs, and hence, some differences are due to data revisions. Perhaps more importantly, our dataset of 121 series is smaller than the 170 that they use. The bulk of the missing series are from group 1 (income, output, sales, and capacity utilization) and group 3 (construction, inventories and orders).
To get a feel for how important these differences are, in Table 1 we use our dataset to replicate their Table 5 . In this exercise 2,000 random pairs of y and x are selected from the database such that y and x come from distinct groups and an equal number of series pairs (y, x) come from each of the 10 possible group pairings. For each pair, horizon, and lag-selection method, the out-of-sample MSEs from the VAR-based IMS unconditional forecasts and ARDL-based DMS unconditional forecasts are constructed and their ratio is taken. These ratios are then placed in bins associated with various quantiles of their empirical distribution. Despite having fewer series and having a distinct vintage of data, the results are remarkably similar, with few differences greater than the second decimal.
For the trivariate exercises, we focus on just 16 series within FRED-MD, which we separate into three variable groups: real, nominal, and financial. These variables, along with the relevant transformations used to induce stationarity, are likewise delineated in the appendix (Table A2 ). The June 2017 vintage was utilized for these exercises as well. In unreported results we also considered using real-time vintages of this smaller dataset of 16
series. This made little difference, and so we omit it for brevity.
Empirical Results
In this section we consider the relative accuracy of VAR-based IMS and ARDL-based DMS conditional forecasts. Our approach is directly comparable to that from Table 1 with the exception that we are now assessing the relative accuracy of conditional rather than unconditional forecasts. In contrast to we construct a simple t-test of equal MSE à la Diebold and Mariano (1995) and West (1996) at the 5% level. 5 If the test rejects in the upper tail we characterize the VAR-based forecasts as "better" and if the test rejects in the lower tail we characterize the ARDL-based forecasts as "better." This is a crude approach to inference, and certainly ignores issues associated with multiple testing, but we believe it conveys a useful guide to the statistical significance of the differences.
Bivariate Comparisons
We begin with comparisons based on bivariate systems. For the same 2, 000 pairs of y and x used in Table 1 , for each horizon, for each lag-selection method, and for each sample, the out-of-sample MSEs from the VAR-based IMS conditional forecasts and ARDL-based DMS conditional forecasts, of both y and x, are constructed and their ratio is taken (DMS over IMS). 6 In panel A of Table 2 we report the mean, median, and percent better of these 4, 000 ratios of MSEs separately for each permutation of horizon, lag-selection method, and sample. Recall however that MSW identified variables from the prices, wages, and money (PWM) group as being distinct from the others in their slightly stronger preference for DMS models. We therefore decompose out results in a similar manner. In panel B we report the results associated with the 2, 400 ratios arising from models that exclude any pairs with a series from the PWM group. Panel C does the same for the 800 ratios from pairs with a single element from the PWM group but when the variable being forecasted is not from the PWM group. The remaining 800 ratios, for which the variable being forecasted is from the PWM group, are reported in the final panel.
First consider the MSW sample in the left-most sub-panels of panels A through D. These results largely reinforce those in MSW for unconditional forecasts. So long as the variable being forecasted is not known to be from the PWM group, the mean and median relative MSE is typically greater than or equal to one suggesting a preference for the VAR-based IMS approach to conditional forecasting. That said, the gains are typically meager with statistically significant differences largely regulated to the longest horizons. The biggest differences clearly arise when a PWM variable is being forecasted. Especially when the lag order is shorter (BIC or 4) both the mean and median ratios are less than one and hence the DMS approach to conditional forecasting dominates. In fact, the magnitudes are large enough that for some horizons roughly 50% of the comparisons are considered statistically significant by our crude metric. Larger lag lengths make the IMS approach more competitive, though any gains are rarely statistically significant.
To get a feel for whether these MSW results are robust to different subsamples, we extend the MSW in-sample period through 2002 and then forecast out-of-sample from 2002:12 + h through 2016. Across each of the middle sub-panels of Table 2 , the vast majority of the reported mean and median values are lower than those in the left sub-panel. That said, the relative improvement of the DMS approach is modest for most cases other than those associated with forecasts of a variable from the PWM group. For this group, the DMS approach continues to dominate with nominal improvements over the IMS approach of 10% or more, especially at the longer horizons and when a short lag order is chosen. To be fair, fewer of these larger differences are considered statistically significant by our rough metric, but even so, there are very few cases in which the VAR-based IMS approach is providing statistically significant improvements.
In the right-most sub-panel we again use an out-of-sample period from 2002:12 + h through 2016 but change the in-sample period to only include Great Moderation data which we date as starting in 1984:01. Once again we observe another modest improvement in the DMS approach relative to the IMS approach in most instances. The smallest gains arise when the pairing does not include a series from the PWM groups while the largest gains again arise when the variable being forecasted is from the PWM group. For this latter group the nominal gains of DMS over IMS grow to 20% or even more, especially at the longest forecast horizons.
The transition across the three sub-panels clearly indicates a sequence of modest improvements in the DMS approach relative to the IMS approach across most variables, lagselection methods, and especially the longer horizons. In MSW, the authors, in response to a referee suggestion, do a subset comparison akin to ours and find that, relative to the IMS approach, the DMS approach improves in the second half of their 1979-2002 out-of-sample period. They conclude that this arises because DMS forecasts become less variable as the in-sample size increases (see footnote 7 of MSW). Our results are less supportive of this conclusion. While it is the case that the results in the middle sub-panels come from models estimated using a longer in-sample period than used by MSW, that is not the case in our Great Moderation subsample. An alternative interpretation of the MSW subsample analysis, in conjuction with our results, is that the Great Moderation itself has made the DMS approach perform relatively better and not the length of the sample used to estimate the model parameters, particularly for the PWM series.
Trivariate Comparisons
We now extend our bivariate evidence to trivariate environments. For these results we focus on a smaller number of 150 (6 × 5 × 5) systems each of which consists of a single real (6), nominal (5), and financial (5) series. The individual series are delineated in Table   A2 (in the appendix) and were chosen, in broad terms, to align with the types of series one might observe in a standard monetary VAR. In Table 3 we again report means and medians of the distributions of relative MSEs along with our crude metric for determining significance. We also decompose our results into separate panels in order to identify if the results vary by whether the variable being forecasted is real, nominal, or financial.
As we did for the bivariate results, in the left-most sub-panel we begin by reporting the relative MSEs of our trivariate models over the same in-and out-of-sample periods used by MSW. In panel A, which aggregates the results from all 900 model comparisons (150 systems × 3 variables to forecast × 2 variables to condition on), we see a similar pattern to that observed for the bivariate results. For the fixed lag orders and when AIC is used for lag selection we again find that the mean and median ratios are greater than or equal to one. In addition, the few models that are significantly more accurate tend to be from the VARs rather than the ARDLs. But when BIC is used there are a number of comparisons for which the DMS approach is more accurate and significantly so.
The reason for this dichotomy becomes clear in panels B through D where we decompose the results by the type of variable being forecasted. When the real variables are being forecasted nearly all the quantiles are greater than or equal to one and there are almost no instances in which the DMS provides significant improvements over the IMS approach.
In contrast, the conditional forecasts of the nominal variables are completely dominated by the DMS approach, especially when BIC is used for lag selection but to a lesser extent also when a fixed lag of 4 is used. At the longer lags the two methods are rarely that different.
For the financials the distinction is less stark but probably leans towards the IMS approach unless BIC is used for lag selection. Even then the gains to DMS are nowhere near as large as was the case for the nominal series.
In the second sub-panel we transition to the latter out-of-sample period but continue estimating the models using the full dataset extending back to 1959:01. Akin to the bivariate results in Table 2 , the means and medians in the middle subpanel of panel A are nearly all less than those in the left-most subpanel, suggesting a relative improvement in the DMS approach broadly across the variables. For the real variables in panel B, the DMS gains are generally modest and, as a practical matter, only reduce the advantage the IMS had in the previous out-of-sample period. In very few cases are the differences between the DMS and IMS approach significant.
For the nominals in panel C, there too is a bit of improvement in the relative strength of DMS to IMS. Almost every mean and median ratio is less than or equal to one even for the longer lag lengths. By our crude metric of significance, there are almost no cases in which the IMS is significantly better than DMS. That said, there are also fewer instances in which the DMS is significantly distinct from the IMS unless the shorter lag lengths are chosen. The financials again fall somewhere in between the nominal and real panels in terms of the relative strength of IMS and DMS. In broad terms, the results still lean in favor of the IMS approach, though the gains are rarely large and less significantly so.
In the right-most subpanels we now restrict the in-sample period to that of the Great
Moderation while continuing to use the latter out-of-sample period. The pattern continues:
for almost every mean or median in panel A, the values continue to decline, suggesting improvements for the DMS approach relative to the IMS approach. For the real variables, the relative improvement of the DMS approach continues but is not large and serves only to reinforce the fact that there are few if any statistically significant differences between the two methods. When forecasting the nominal series, the relative gains from using the DMS approach sometimes reach incredible levels of 50% or more, especially at the longer horizons or when information criteria are used to select the lag lengths. Across all lag selection methods and all horizons there exists almost no statistically significant advantages to using the IMS approach to forecasting nominal series. The financials once again lie in between the nominal and real panels in terms of the relative strength of IMS and DMS.
One might argue that the results start to lean in favor of the DMS approach but the gains are infrequently large and are significantly so only in isolated instances. Table 4 provides another perspective on the relative accuracy of IMS and DMS methods across sub-samples but this time with an eye towards identifying the corresponding best lag orders. For each horizon, method of lag selection, trivariate system, and for both the DMS and IMS methods, we construct the MSEs and report them relative to the MSE from a VAR(4). As in the previous tables, we report the mean and median of the distribution of these ratios. We also report the fraction of all permutations for which the given lag length performed best. Note that when the forecasts are based on IMS methods, the mean and median of the distribution of ratios for a lag length of 4 are one by construction. Note as well that, due to ties in lag selection, the sum of the fractions best can be greater than one. 7 For brevity, we only report results for the sample used by MSW and that associated with the Great Moderation.
Consider the left panel, that associated with the MSW sample. As we've seen before, across all variables and especially for the real and financial series the fraction that perform best tends to be higher when using VARs. In particular, when VARs are used to forecast either the real or financial series the fraction that perform best is typically highest when the lag lengths are short (i.e. a fixed lag of 4 or BIC). This pattern softens a bit at the longest horizon where we start to see longer lags becoming useful as well. In contrast, when VARs are used to forecast nominal series, a fixed lag of 12 or AIC is preferred. The only instances in which DMS-based forecasts show signs of life is again when forecasting nominals at the longer horizons and when longer lags are used. 8
The sharp improvement of DMS-based methods during the Great Moderation sample becomes apparent as we move to the right-hand panel. The fraction of times that the DMS is best is now typically higher than that for the IMS approach, though the amount varies by series. For real series, the IMS advantage over DMS is significantly reduced and, at the longest horizon, is essentially gone. For the financial series, DMS typically is best, though not in any way near the level in which DMS is best for nominals. For nominals, except for the shortest horizon, there are almost no instances in which IMS is better than DMS.
In addition, when longer lags are chosen, the mean and median improvements relative to using a VAR(4) are enormous, reaching levels of 50% or more.
Unconditional Forecasts
Throughout this section, we have focused on the relative accuracy of DMS-and IMS-based conditional forecasts. We have done so in large part due to our relative surprise at how infrequently DMS-based methods are used for conditional forecasting despite their common usage for unconditional forecasting. In the previous sections, we have shown that not only are DMS methods potentially useful but their applicability may have improved over time, in part due to the Great Moderation.
This of course begs the question of whether the same is true in the context of unconditional forecasts of the kind analyzed in MSW. In this section, we delineate a limited set of results that support that view: as we transition from the samples used in MSW to the Great Moderation period, the DMS method improves for unconditional forecasts as well. Table 5 provides results associated with the bivariate comparisons while Table 6 provides comparable trivariate results.
For both the bivariate and trivariate cases, as we transition across the three samples we find marked improvements in the accuracy of DMS-based methods relative to IMS-based methods except at the shortest horizons. As was the case for the conditional forecasts, for the bivariate results in Table 5 the non-PWM series transition from leaning in favor of the IMS approach when using the MSW sample towards being indifferent between IMS or DMS in the Great Moderation sample. Similarly, the benefits to using DMS methods for the PWM series grow as we move across the three subsamples. The same also holds for the trivariate results in Table 6 . The real and financial series transition from leaning in favor of using the IMS approach towards being indifferent between DMS and IMS, as indicated by the lack of significant differences. In contrast, except at the shortest horizons, the DMS approach becomes even more useful when forecasting the nominals, with gains that are often large and statistically significant.
Understanding the Relative Improvement of DMS
The results from Section 4 all point towards an improvement of ARDL-based DMS forecasts relative to IMS forecasts from VARs. The cause for this improvement, while obviously related to the Great Moderation, is not clear. In this section, we investigate a few issues that may point us in the right direction.
Tests of Predictive Ability
As we saw in Section 2, the DMS approach to conditional forecasting can outperform the minimum-MSE VAR-based approach when either the conditional mean of the VAR or its residual variance is misspecified. To investigate whether misspecification of the VAR plays an important role in our results, we conduct three distinct tests of predictive ability for each of the 150 trivariate VARs in Section 4. Each test focuses on properties of the scalar h-step-ahead forecast errors ε i t,h i = c, u implied by the VAR. For a fixed target variable y t+h , the first two test statistics are the t-statistics associated with regression-based tests of bias (α 0 ) and efficiency (α 1 ) of the form
) and α ′ = (α 0 , α 1 ). We apply the tests separately for each of the three target variables in the VAR and for each horizon h. Note that the test uses the unconditional, rather than conditional forecasts from the VAR. We do so based on simulation evidence provided in Clark and McCracken (2017) . There they show that the test had much higher power to detect misspecification in the conditional mean when using the unconditional rather than conditional forecasts.
The third is a normalized test of equal MSE developed in Clark and McCracken (2017) and is designed to detect misspecification in both the conditional mean of the VAR and residual variance. Note that, under minimum-MSE conditioning, correct specification of the VAR implies the existence of a non-negative constant k satisfying E(ε u t,h ) 2 − E(ε c t,h ) 2 = k. This constant depends on the VAR regression parameters A i and residual variance Σ in much the same way as they do for the weights γ i used to produce the conditional forecasts.
Specifically, following the notation in Jarocinski (2010), first define Ψ j Σ 1/2 as the matrix of orthogonalized impulse responses after j periods and let
Now letR denote the matrix formed by those rows in R associated with a conditioning restriction. Straightforward algebra then implies k = ι ′ RR ′ (RR ′ ) −1R R ′ ι where ι is a vector that selects the single row associated with the variable being forecasted at the relevant horizon. 9 The test statistic takes the form of a centered Diebold and Mariano (1995) and West (1996) -type test of predictive ability based on the regression
wherek T denotes the plug-in estimator of k using full sample estimates of A i , and Σ.
In each case, the standard t-statistic associated with the elements of α are asymptotically normal with zero mean when the VAR is correctly specified. However, especially for the centered test of equal MSE, the estimated standard error is not asymptotically valid due to the presence of parameter estimation error coming from both the regression parametersÂ i,t and the residual variance parametersΣ t . For that reason, following Clark and McCracken (2017) , we conduct inference using a percentile bootstrap applied directly to the t-statistics.
In particular we use a residual-based moving block bootstrap developed in Bruggemann et al. (2016) . In brief, this procedure is the VAR-equivalent of the sieve bootstrap but where we draw blocks of residuals rather than drawing residuals one at a time. All results are based on 299 bootstrap replications of the t-statistics using a block length of 40 for the residuals. Once we obtain the bootstrapped t-statistics, we center each based on the average across all draws and use their associated empirical distribution to estimate the relevant critical values.
One weakness of this approach to inference is that it requires selecting a fixed lag length for the VAR. This is perfectly reasonable when evaluating our VARs based on fixed lag lengths of 4 and 12 but is less intuitive for those results based on recursive application of AIC or BIC. In unreported results, we find that BIC selects a lag order of 2 a large portion of the time regardless of which trivariate VAR is being considered, and hence, we also apply our bootstrap at a fixed lag length of 2. AIC was less consistent in its lag selection with mass spread between 4 and 12 lags. For brevity we only report results for lags 2, 4, and 12.
In Table 7 we report the results of the tests of predictive ability associated with all 150 trivariate VARs. Much like the previous tables, for each horizon and lag order we report the mean and median of the empirical distribution of the t-statistics associated with each test and do so separately for the real, nominal, and financial series. We also report the number of rejections obtained at the 5% level, though once again one needs to keep in mind that these are not adjusted to account for multiple testing and are intended solely as a rough guide. In the left-hand panel we report results for VARs estimated over the sample used by MSW while in the right-hand panel we do the same but estimated over the Great Moderation sample.
In the top left-hand sub-panel we report results for all VARs estimated using the MSW sample. For the bias and efficiency tests there are 3 × 150 = 450 test statistics while for the normalized equal MSE test there are twice as many since, for a given target variable y, the test is constructed conditioning on future values of x and z separately. Across all three tests there is considerable evidence of model misspecification. Particularly at the longer lag lengths, the number of rejections associated with the slope coefficient in the efficiency regression is substantial, ranging from 20% to nearly 95% of all 450 tests considered. Tests associated with the intercept exhibit significantly fewer rejections, though still more than one might expect at the 5% level. For the MSE tests, the number of rejections are typically on the order of 25% of the 900 tests, though that rises to over 50% when the lag order is 12
and at the longer horizons. In the remaining left-hand subpanels we decompose the results based on whether the variable being forecasted is real, nominal, or financial. Across these sub-panels, evidence of model misspecification is wide-spread and not concentrated solely on any specific subset of variables, lag lengths, or horizons.
That said, one should certainly be concerned about the degree of data mining exhibited across the four left hand subpanels. With so many tests applied to so many series and VARs it is hard to take any specific test seriously. For that reason we emphasize not the number of rejections in the left hand panel so much as the overall reduction of rejections as we transition to the right hand panel. While not uniform, the number of rejections reported in the right hand panels are typically lower than those reported in the left hand panel. This is especially true for the MSE test, for which the number of rejections is uniformly lower when the VARs are estimated using the Great Moderation sample.
As a whole it therefore seems reasonable to conclude that evidence of model misspecification is lower in the Great Moderation sample than in the sample used by MSW. This is somewhat surprising given that DMS models have become more accurate relative to VAR-based IMS models during the Great Moderation. Given the theoretical results recommending the use of DMS models when the corresponding VAR is misspecified, we would have expected more, not less evidence of misspecified VARs over the Great Moderation sample. In short, it is not obvious that the relative improvement of DMS models is being driven by model misspecification, either in the conditional mean or residual variances.
The Evolution of Model Fit
Of course, when using any parametric model the accuracy of the associated point forecasts also depend on the degree to which the model manages finite sample estimation error.
That is, one explanation for the relative improvement of DMS models is simply that their simplicity reduces the effect parameter estimation error has on their accuracy in a meansquared-error sense. In this section we report evidence associated with the evolution of MSE-based model fit as we transition from the sample used by MSW to a Great Moderation sample. To be clear, we do not necessarily expect to find much evidence of absolute improvements in model fit whether it be for the DMS models or for the VARs. It is well established in Campbell (2007) and Stock and Watson (2007) that predictive content has declined during the Great Moderation. We simply conjecture that lower levels of predictive content favor simple DMS models relative to more complex VARs.
To provide evidence of this hypothesis, for each trivariate system, for each forecast horizon, and for fixed lag lengths of 2, 4, and 12 we calculate the value of BIC associated with unconditional DMS models and the associated VARs. 10 For a given trivariate system and lag length, the VAR has a single value for BIC. In contrast, for the same lag lengths While interesting, these measures of model fit are insufficient for comparing DMS models to VAR-based IMS models across subsamples. As we noted earlier, a priori we expect to see at least some negative values for this metric due to the decline in predictive ability during the Great Moderation. What we need is to show how these measures of model fit have evolved across samples for DMS models relative to those associated with the VARs.
We do this in Figure 1 . In each sub-figure, a given point on the real plane represents the percent change in BIC across subsamples for both DMS and VAR-based IMS for a fixed trivariate system. A point above the diagonal means that the fit of the DMS model has improved (deteriorated) at a higher (lower) rate than the associated VAR. The opposite holds for points below the diagonal. Since the pattern of results was insensitive to the lag length, we only report figures based on a fixed lag order of 4. In addition, for the real and financial series the results were insensitive to the horizon, and hence, we only report results for h = 12. In contrast, for the nominals the results do depend on the horizon, and so we by that of the DMS models. In total, roughly 70% of the points lie above the diagonal suggesting a widespread improvement in the fit of DMS models relative to the fit of the IMS models.
Finally, as we've seen in earlier tables, the results for the financial series lie somewhere between those of the real and nominal series. Among the DMS models, half exhibit an improved fit while half have deteriorated. This is less than the two-thirds of IMS models that have improved their fitness. Nevertheless, the gains achieved by the DMS models outweigh the gains of many of the IMS models and hence roughly 50% or the points lie above the diagonal. As such, we would expect to see some improvements in DMS forecasts relative to IMS models but nowhere near as prevalent as those for the nominal series.
Conclusions
Motivated by the increasing attention given to conditional forecasts, we provide empirical evidence on the relative accuracy of VAR-based IMS and ARDL-based DMS conditional forecasting models. Our approach follows that taken in MSW: we generate forecasts from a large number of models based on a large macroeconomic dataset and then compare the MSEs from the IMS and DMS models. In some ways our results emulate theirs but in others they do not. For example, when estimating the models and evaluating the forecasts over the sample used in MSW, we also find that IMS methods are generally more accurate though improvements are often quite modest. There is some evidence that DMS methods may be useful when the variable being forecasted is nominal rather than real.
Our results begin to deviate from those in MSW when we either extend the out-ofsample period to include the more recent 2003-2016 period or when we restrict our sample to the Great Moderation. In both cases, we observe a substantial increase in the relative performance of the DMS approach. Our results are robust to whether we evaluate bivariate or trivariate systems, whether we use fixed vintage or real-time vintage data, and whether we consider conditional or unconditional forecasts. While the theory suggests that the benefits of using DMS methods is driven by robustness to model specification, our results suggest that the reason may be their robustness to lower levels of predictability prevalent during the Great Moderation. Notes: The left-hand panel is our attempt to replicate Table 5 from MSW, which is displayed in the right-hand panel, using our dataset. Entries correspond to the indicated summary measure (i.e. mean, 10th percentile, 25th percentile, etc.) of the distribution of the ratio of the MSE for the ARDL-based DMS forecast to the MSE for the VAR-based IMS forecast for the given lag-selection method, horizon, and grouping. Per the procedure followed in MSW, these measures are computed over 2,000 randomly selected pairs of series (4,000 sets of forecasts) as described in the text, with each set of forecasts constructed using an in-sample period starting in 1959:01 over an out-of-sample period ranging from 1979:01+h to 2002:12. ARDL Better 2.8% 2.9% 2.8% 3.9% 3.5% 6.3% 2.6% 2.9% 5.2%
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is the BIC from the second. We divide the points into six regions as defined in the top-left panel, and we report the percent of points that fall into each region. The DMS values are capped at ±40 percent to improve the clarity of the figures, which is why many points are observed at those limits. The two sample periods were chosen so that they both have the same number of observations and are separated by the start of the Great Moderation at the beginning of 1984. We require all series to have the same number of observations in both samples, so the series TWEXMMTH is excluded from these exercises as it is missing observations prior to 1973:01. This leaves us with 120 trivariate systems instead of the 150 used in the forecasting exercises.
Below is the set of 16 series, organized by group, that we use in the trivariate exercises. The column "Series" contains the series identifier in FRED-MD. The column "Trans." denotes one of the following data transformations for a series x: (1) no transformation; (2) ∆x t ; (3) ∆ 2 x t ; (4) log(x t ); (5) ∆ log(x t ); (6) ∆ 2 log(x t ). Note that all but one variable (TWEXMMTH) are in the set of series that we use for the bivariate exercises shown above. 
